n the fall dried bentgrass is curly and soft and excellent for stuffing mattresses. When the settlers in New England and Canada shook out their old bedding they planted colonial bentgrass. Colonial bent was quickly naturalized along the coast of Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Rhode Island.

Some settlers from Nova Scotia emigrated to New Zealand. Soon after they changed the stuffing in their bedding, thus colonial bentgrass became a “native” around the bays and along the coasts of New Zealand where it became known as New Zealand browntop.

The urge to resettle brought colonists from Rhode Island across the Oregon trail, accompanied by colonial bent. One might say that the grass industry in Oregon got its start from a hitchhiker on the Oregon trail. The more likely source of the bents which have become “native” to Oregon are south German bents which were imported as seed and planted. Creeping bentgrass comprised only 15% of the south German seed, however, it was soon recognized as a superior amenity grass and selected out of the original south German bent.

(Abstracted from John H. Madison, Practical Turfgrass Management)
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